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ABSTRACT
A method is presented to estimate the impulse response
of a filter that describes the transformation in sound that
takes place between a close-mic recording of a vehicle
engine and the sound of the same engine at another
point in or near to the vehicle. The proposed method
makes use of the Dual Channel FFT Analysis technique
and does not require the use of loudspeakers, computer
modelling or mechanical devices. Instead, a minimum
of two microphones is required and the engine itself is
used as the source of sound. This is potentially useful for
virtual reality applications or in sound design for computer
games, where users select their virtual position at points
inside or outside the vehicle. A case study is described
to examine the method in practice and the results are
discussed. The described method can be readily extended
for surround sound applications using spatial microphone
array recording techniques.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we are interested specifically in the accurate
auralisation of the sound of an engine at points inside and
near to its vehicle, using a close-mic recording of the engine as the source signal. The idea is that using a single set
of engine sounds recorded at only one point, Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filters can be used to accurately recreate
the sound at other points in the vehicle in real-time. In
virtual reality applications such as computer driving simulations, this reduces the need for multiple sets of sound
assets recorded at different points around the vehicle. Also,
multi-channel surround-sound auralisation can be achieved
without drastically increasing the amount of memory and
disk space that is required by the application. Another
advantage of such an approach is that a recorded engine
sound from one car can be easily transplanted into another
virtual vehicle, while preserving the acoustic characteristics of the vehicle. In addition, using only one sound source
for the engine means that any sound design, audio effects
or alterations that might be applied to the engine recording,
for example to simulate a damaged or enhanced engine in
a computer game, need only be applied once.
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In order to implement the auralisation of a vehicle engine
at different points in space around the vehicle, appropriate predetermined acoustic impulse responses are required.
These impulse responses, known as acoustic transfer functions when transformed into the frequency domain, describe the relation between the close-mic recording of the
engine and the sound of the same engine at the points of
interest around the vehicle. This article presents a method
to obtain the impulse responses that describe the filters
required for the auralisation process.
The work described in this paper is designed to be
applied in gaming, computer simulation and virtual reality
applications that require the design of filters to describe
complex vibro-acoustic systems for auralisation purposes.
The use of FIR filters is particularly useful in applications
where users are given the choice of switching in real-time
between multiple listener positions. In driving computer
games, for example, users are often given the choice
of multiple camera positions, either internal or external
to the vehicle, from which to observe the action. The
proposed technique may also have use in other areas
relating to sound and music computing. One potential
such application could be the estimation of vibro-acoustic
transfer functions that take place in a classical string
instrument such as a violin. In this case the string of
the instrument would act as the sound source for the
measurement, perhaps recorded at close distance by an
electric pick-up.
The measurement and prediction of the acoustic transfer
function between the engine of a vehicle and the driver’s
ears in the cockpit has been investigated in some detail
in the area of Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH),
also known as Noise and Vibration (N&V) [1, 2]. The
aim of aforementioned work is to study the noise and
vibration characteristics experienced in vehicles in order
to then modify them according to specific design goals.
Typically, a combination of vibratory and acoustic (vibroacoustic) energy is considered to travel from one point in
a vehicle to another through both air-borne and structureborne pathways. The analysis of these vibro-acoustic
pathways by which the energy is transferred from one point
to another is known as Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) [3–6].
One approach to measure the air-borne acoustic transfer
function between two points is to use a loudspeaker and
a microphone. A broadband transfer function can then be
acquired using a number of possible methods. One robust
and reliable approach is to drive the loudspeaker with a

swept-sine wave, as described in [7].
Unfortunately both the loudspeaker, and to a lesser extent
the microphone, take up space within the measurement
environment. This means that their presence not only
has some effect on the transfer function itself, but also
that there are limitations on where in the vehicle they
can be placed. With current technology it is possible to
build high quality microphones that take up very little
space, however high quality loudspeakers with a wide
frequency range and a flat frequency response can be
difficult to fit into small awkward spaces. A common
solution that is employed to deal with this problem is to
exploit the acoustic reciprocity theorem, which dictates
that the positions of the loudspeaker and microphone are
interchangeable [8, 9]. This means for example that to
measure the transfer function between a point in a car
engine bay and the ears of the driver, the loudspeaker can
be placed in the driver’s position where there is plenty of
space, and the microphone can be placed under the bonnet
of the car in the engine bay.
Transducers that are used to measure the acoustic transfer
function in this way should ideally have omni-directional
characteristics, or at least have a known directivity pattern
that is frequency independent. They should also have a flat
frequency response and cover a wide spectrum of audible
frequencies. This presents another problem, because in
practice it is highly difficult to build a loudspeaker that
meets these specifications and the introduction of inaccuracies are inevitable.
In addition to these issues, measurements using
loudspeakers and microphones do not take into account the
structure-borne contribution of the acoustic transfer function. The structure-borne contribution is mostly made up
of acoustic energy transferred through the chassis of the
car via the connecting power-train mounts. This makes
up a significant part of the overall sound experienced in
a vehicle interior [10]. Calculation of the structure-borne
contribution is not trivial, and can be done using predictive models [11] or measurement using mechanical devices
[12]. Both approaches have limitations and require considerable time and effort to implement.
Contrary to the requirement of Transfer Path Analysis
techniques, to meet the goals of this work the separation of
air-borne and structure-borne components of the acoustic
transfer function is not a necessity. Instead, the goal is to
generate a filter that integrates all components and results
in a realistic sounding and immersive auralisation of the
engine at different points around the vehicle. As an alternative, the use of Dual Channel Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) Analysis is investigated as a relatively fast and simple method to obtain a broadband transfer function that can
be used to derive a transformation filter [13, 14]. With the
proposed technique, the engine itself is used as the sound
source, removing any requirement for a loudspeaker or mechanical devices, and instead using only microphones. Although a minimum of two microphones is required, and
this basic case is considered in this paper, the method can
be readily extended to measure multiple points in and
around the vehicle simultaneously, and also to capture spa-

tial information at the points of interest using a microphone
array such as the coincident tetrahedral soundfield microphone [15] or a spaced multichannel array [16].
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2.1 introduces
the dual channel FFT analysis technique. In Section 2.2
the proposed method is described using a case study in
which an impulse response is measured in a car. Section
2.3 presents an analysis of the results of the case study,
demonstrating the validity of the method. Finally, conclusions and future work are found in Section 3
2. METHOD
2.1 Dual Channel FFT Analysis
Using dual channel FFT analysis, it is possible to calculate the transfer function that describes the relationship between two signals, with the assumption that they are coupled by a linear time-invariant (LTI) system [13, 14]. This
relationship is described by (1) where a(t) is the input
signal, b(t) is the output signal and h(t) is the impulse
response of the linear time-invariant system that describes
the relationship between the two signals.
Z ∞
b(t) = a(t) ∗ h(t) =
a(t − τ ).h(τ )dτ
(1)
−∞

The LTI system can also be described in the frequency
domain by its transfer function H(ω), which can be
calculated by taking the Fourier Transform of the impulse
response h(t). The convolution theorem states that the
output of the LTI system in the frequency domain B(ω)
is the product of the input spectrum A(ω) and the transfer
function of the system H(ω). The transfer function of the
system can therefore be calculated by dividing the output
spectrum B(ω) by the input spectrum A(ω), as follows:
H(ω) =

B(ω)
A(ω)

(2)

In theory, by applying a broadband signal to the input of
the system that covers the frequency range of interest, the
transfer function of the system can be directly measured
using (2). However real-world measurements can be
contaminated with noise which causes a degree of error.
The effect of this noise can be greatly reduced by repeating
the measurement and performing a complex average [13].
This is done in practice by multiplying both the numerator
and the denominator of (2) by the complex conjugate
A∗ (ω) in order to give the cross spectrum GAB and the
input auto spectrum GAA . Averages are taken for GAB and
GAA over a number of measurements in order to calculate
the transfer function H(ω), as described by (3). This
complex averaging process has the effect of reducing the
level of random noise introduced in the output signal b(t).
H(ω) =

GAB
GAA

(3)

Finally the impulse response of the system h(t) can be
calculated, if required, by performing an Inverse Fourier
Transform on the transfer function H(ω).
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To demonstrate how the Dual Channel FFT Analysis
technique can be used to obtain the transfer function
between two recordings of an engine made at different
points within a vehicle, a case study is described in the
following section.
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2.2 Case Study
To describe the method, we look at the specific case
where the aim is to auralise the engine sound in the
cockpit of a real car, a Subaru Impreza, using a closemic recording of the engine. In order to obtain the data
required to perform the dual channel FFT analysis, the
engine must first be simultaneously recorded at a close
location and at any other locations where the sound will
be auralised. In practice, to record the engine at a
close distance, an omni-directional Behringer ECM8000
microphone was suspended under the bonnet of the car
in a small pocket of open space near the engine, position
A. A second omni-directional microphone, an Earthworks
M30, was mounted on a microphone stand inside the
cockpit at the position of the driver’s head, position B.
Figure 1 illustrates the microphone positioning inside the
car. The two measurement microphones have relatively flat
frequency responses in the frequency range of interest, and
although ideally they should be perfectly matched, they
were considered close enough in specification for this case
study.
Measurements were performed by recording the engine
simultaneously at both microphone positions while controlling the throttle of the engine in a neutral gear with the
car standing still. In order to measure the full frequency
range of sound that the engine of the car can produce, the
revolutions per minute (RPM) of the engine were increased
from a low idling level to a relative high rate and back
to idling speed for a duration of about 23 seconds. The
process was repeated 12 times and recordings were made
at position A and B simultaneously, resulting in 12 recordings of the engine from each microphone, 24 in total. All
recordings were made at a sampling rate of 96 kHz, and a
bit depth of 24 bits per sample.
The sweep of the RPM of the engine was performed by
the driver while monitoring a stopwatch and the tachometer of the car in order to attempt to produce similar recordings in each of the 12 measurements. It should be noted
that the exact reproduction of engine sweep in each measurement was not a requirement during this process. The
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Figure 1. Diagram showing positions of microphones in
the car used for the case study.
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Figure 2. (a) Impulse response and (b) frequency response
of derived FIR filter.
aim of repeating the measurements was to provide a large
amount of data in order to attempt to improve the signal
to noise ratio of the result using the averaging process described in in Section 2.1.
2.3 Analysis
For each of the 12 recordings, the two signals A and
B were split into overlapping segments with a length
of M =262144 samples and an overlap of M/2 samples.
Each segment was windowed using a Hann function and
then zero padded at the end to a length of 2M before
calculating the discrete Fourier Transform. The cross
spectrum GAB and the input auto spectrum GAA were then
estimated for each segment and averages were taken over
all measurements, according to the Welch method [17].
The transfer function was then calculated using (3) and
finally the signal was cleaned by removing information at
frequencies above 22 kHz and below 22 Hz. These limits
were chosen to ensure that the measured frequency range
lies comfortably within the operational frequency limits
of the two microphones. The impulse response h(t) and
frequency response of the resulting filter are illustrated in
Figure 2.
In order to auralise the engine sound inside the cockpit, the engine recording at microphone position A is convolved with the impulse response illustrated in Figure 2(a).
The filtered engine sound can then be directly compared
with the real engine sound recorded simultaneously in the
cockpit itself. The real recording made in the cockpit consists mostly of the engine sound, however it is also contaminated slightly by microphone self-noise and environmental sounds such as the movement of the accelerator pedal
and some creaking and rattling sounds from the body of
the car, caused by engine vibration and changes in temperature.
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(b) Spectrogram of Engine Recorded in the Cockpit, Position B:
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Figure 4. Normalised cross-correlation of the recording
of engine at position B with (a) the auralised sound at the
same point using the proposed method (b) the auralised
sound using the reciprocal method and (c) the unprocessed
recording of engine at position A.
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(c) Spectrogram of Simulated Engine Sound in the cockpit, Position B:
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Figure 3. Spectrograms of the car engine (a) recorded at
position A, (b) recorded at position B and (c) auralised at
position B using the recording at position A as the source.

Demonstration audio files relating to this work can be
accessed online at [18] on the OpenAIR website [19].
Figure 3(a) and (b) are spectrograms of the engine sound
recorded at microphone positions A and B respectively for
one of the 12 measurements, presented over a frequency
range of between 0 and 2000 Hz. Figure 3(c) is the spectrogram of the virtual auralised engine sound at position B,
that has been generated by processing the signal recorded
at position A.
A similarity in the spectral content between the real and
the auralised sounds is evident from comparing spectrograms in Figure 3(b) and (c), and this similarity is further
confirmed by listening to the files themselves. However
it is evident from the spectrograms in Figure 3 and the
frequency response of the filter, illustrated in Figure 2(b),
that certain frequency bands are suppressed. In addition
the auralised sound appears to be low-pass filtered in comparison with the actual recorded sound in the cockpit.
The comparison between the real recordings and
auralised sounds is further investigated by measuring the
normalised cross-correlation of the signals. Figure 4(a)
shows the result of the cross-correlation between the real

sound recorded in the cockpit and the auralised sound prepared using the filter described in Figure 2 for one of the
12 measurements. For this measurement, the correlation
between the two signals is 0.67 at 0 s lag (1 would be
exactly the same and 0 would indicate no similarity at all).
Calculated for all 12 measurements, the mean peak correlation is 0.59 with a standard deviation of 0.09.
To compare the proposed method with an alternative
technique, a third auralisation was prepared using the reciprocal method. For this method, an impulse response describing the sound transformation between positions A and
B in the car was obtained by placing a loudspeaker at position B, in the cockpit of the car, and an omni-directional
microphone at position A. A sine sweep measurement technique was then used to obtain the impulse response, as
described in [7]. This method is a potential alternative to
the one described in this paper, however it is not expected
to perform as well mainly because it does not measure
the structure-borne contribution to the transfer function.
Note that this approach also has the disadvantage that it
is not trivial to obtain coincident spatial impulse response
measurements, as can be readily measured with the Dual
Channel FFT method via a microphone array such as a
soundfield microphone.
Figure 4(b) shows the result of the cross-correlation between the real sound recorded in the cockpit and the auralised sound prepared using the reciprocal method, using
data from one of the 12 recordings. Using this method,
the mean peak correlation for all 12 measurements is 0.26,
with a standard deviation of 0.06. The relatively low value
of correlation is supported by the audible quality of the
auralised sound, which reveals a lack of low frequency
content in comparison with the actual sound recorded in
the cockpit.
Finally, Figure 4(c) shows the cross-correlation between
the unprocessed engine sound recorded at position A and
the sound recorded in the cockpit, recorded at position B,
for one set of measurement data. The unprocessed engine
sound results in a mean peak correlation of 0.15 for all
12 measurements, with a standard deviation of 0.04. As
expected, the unprocessed engine sound shows the least
correlation with the sound recorded in the cockpit.
3. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a method to auralise the sound of a
vehicle’s engine at selected points in the vehicle’s interior,
such as the cockpit or passenger compartment. The method
is designed to be used in virtual reality applications and
computer games. The aim is to provide a realistic and
immersive audio experience to users both in terms of how
the engine is filtered by both airborne and structure-borne
transfer paths before reaching the ear, and in terms of
the spatial characteristics and reverberation of the sound
within the virtual space. At the same time, the method
allows sound designers and developers of such applications
full flexibility in designing and manipulating car engine
sounds.
The first stage of the method is to measure the transfer
functions that describe the relationship between a close-

mic recording of the engine and the sound of the engine
at the points of interest in the vehicle’s interior. Once
the transfer functions are determined, the derived impulse
responses can be used to provide real-time audio from any
recorded engine using auralisation techniques. The method
is described here for a single channel output, however it
can be readily extended for multi-channel systems in order
to provide a surround sound experience from an engine
recorded at a single point. The simplest way to achieve this
would be to replace the single microphone in the cockpit
with a microphone array, such as a Soundfield microphone,
and calculate the transfer functions for each microphone
channel.
Results from the case study show that the method works
well, providing an auralised signal that exhibits a relatively
high correlation with an actual recorded signal measured at
the same point in the cockpit of a car. However, although
the auralised signal sounds similar to the real signal, there
are some audible differences meaning that there is room for
improvement. Observations of the signals in the frequency
domain reveal that certain frequency bands appear to be
suppressed in the auralised signal, and that the auralised
signal is low-pass filtered in comparison to the real signal
recorded in the cockipit. Further investigation is required
to understand the cause of these errors.
One explanation could be that the method assumes that
the relationship between a close-mic recording of an engine and the sound of the engine in the vehicle interior
can be described by a linear time invariant system, but
in fact non-linearity is inevitable in such a system a complex vibro-acoustic system. Another cause of difference
between auralised and measured audio would be the influence of other sounds and noises in either the cockpit of the
car or the engine bay that are not correlated with sounds
coming from the engine. Examples of such sounds are
creaking in the bodywork of the car, fan noise and noise
from the exhaust.
In future work, we would like to investigate if and how
the method could be improved by taking into account other
sources of sounds that are experienced in a vehicle interior,
for example from the exhaust pipe. We would also like
to investigate causes of error with the method, and the
possibility of improving the results using post-processing
techniques. We would like to apply the method to a variety
of different vehicles in order to further test its validity and
flexibility. Finally we would like to conduct a series of
listening tests in order investigate how the difference is
perceived between the virtually auralised engine sounds
and recorded engine sounds recorded under the same
conditions.
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